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Abstract
• The estimation of human body pose is a common task nowadays, however very

few of the existing works use depth maps as input:

• Just few depth map-based datasets are available

• Body joint annotations are often automatically estimated using the method
proposed by Shotton et al. [2], which is not reliable in many scenario

• We propose a new set of annotations for the Watch-n-Patch dataset, obtained by
hand with a simple yet effective annotation tool

• We present a deep learning-based architecture that performs the body pose
estimation directly on depth maps

Motivations

Dataset and Annotation Tool

Proposed method and Experimental Results
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Loss Function

Links

Architecture Results

Watch-R(efined)-Patch annotations

We use the mean Average Precision (mAP) as our main
evaluation metrics, expressed by the formula:

The model is able to run in real-time (5.37ms, 186fps) on 
a workstation equipped with an Intel Corei7-6850K and 
a GPU Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti.

Annotation tool

We released new set of annotations based on the public dataset Watch-N-Patch [4].

• Refined Annotations

• Train: 1135 frames

• Validation: 766 frames

• Test: 1428 frames

• ~70k refined joints

Annotations toolWatch-R-Patch

Manual annotations Shotton et al. [2] Predicted

In the proposed tool both RGB and depth frame are shown simultaneously.

The RGB is used only as visual reference to help correcting joints in the depth frame.

The tool works with different types of images and we provide various examples.

Refining (existing) automatic annotations moving erroneous joints is a faster and
simpler way of annotation with respect to annotate the data from scratch.

To this end, our tool simplifies the refinement of existing landmark-based
annotations.

• Kinect One (second version)

• Depth Maps: 512 x 424

• RGB images: 1920 x 1080

• Time-of-Flight technology

• Range: 0.5 – 7 m

Shotton et al. annotations Porposed refined annotations

We introduce a new dataset with:

• Manual Body Pose annotations

• Training (or fine-tuning) of new models

• Effective estimation of existing body pose methods

• Depth data

A baseline is proposed for the evaluation of future works

Benefits of using depth maps:

• Light invariance

• New depth sensors:

• Cheap

• Small Form Factor

• High framerate

• Good Accuracy

where OKS stand for Object Keypoints Similarity [3].
Proposed architecture:

• C: Convolutional layer

• MP: Max-pooling layer

• VGG-19 [5]: architecture for feature extraction

• The output of each block (𝜙,𝜓1, … , 𝜓𝑡) is:

Video demo

where 𝐏 is the prediction at location 𝐩 and 𝐇 is the
ground-truth heatmap.

http://cocodataset.org/#keypoints-eval

